
Lifting the load...

electric overhead travelling and 
high integrity/severe process cranes



high integrity cranes...

Lifting the load... nuclear
defence

iron & steel
aluminium
power generation
shipbuilding

waste handling
ports

oil & gas
paper production

bulk handling

When it comes to hostile and

exacting environments, Wellman

Booth lead the field in high

integrity and severe process crane

technology,  Consider the

robustness and reliability required

of cranes lifting huge tonnages of

molten steel and transferring that

steel through a multitude of

processes safely and efficiently,

24 hours a day, 7 days a week; or

in the charge hall of a major

nuclear power station, a very

different but none the less

exacting application.  

Handling highly radioactive

nuclear fuels and waste is an area

in which Wellman Booth is a

leading authority.  We design

cranes to standards of safety and

reliability that are inconceivable in

most industries, but when it

comes to handling the most

dangerous substances known to

man, these machines are among

the safest.

...hostile environments

Products
Electric overhead travelling, semi goliath and goliath cranes

Remote/automated and hazardous location type cranes

Drum and flask handling cranes

Multi purpose cranes and furnace tending assemblies

Grabbing cranes

Waste handling cranes and equipment

Rail head ISO container handling cranes

Magnet handling and rigid mast stacker cranes

Plate/scrap handling cranes

Power station cranes

Modular cranes

‘...Wellman Booth 
design cranes to standards

of safety and reliability that 
are inconceivable 

to most of us...’

‘...lead the field in 
high integrity and 

severe process crane
technology...’

31 tonne ingot stripping crane

145/40 tonne EOT ladle crane



steel industry...

Wellman Booth continues to be a

foremost supplier of continuous

cycle heavy duty severe process

and general purpose cranes for

steelworks and associated steel

product handling duties. Cranes

are designed to suit client’s

specific requirements using the

latest CAD and stress analysis

technology and have been

supplied to most major steelwork

plants in the UK and several

locations internationally. Wellman

Booth steel product handling

cranes are used by many steel

stockholder/distributors and

operate in several shipyard and

other general fabrication facilities

throughout the world. 

Upgrading, uprating and

refurbishment of existing cranes is

also a major part of our business.

Our experience as a long

established specialist supplier of

...steelworks process and the handling of steel products 

Machines for continuous duty steel works process and associated steel product
handling include:- 

Hot Metal Ladle cranes 

Scrap basket handling cranes 

Hot and Cold Ingot Handling Cranes 

Hot and Cold Slab and Billet Handling Cranes 

Tundish Handling Cranes 

Hot and cold coil handling cranes 

Scrap Handling magnet and grabbing cranes 

Section and plate handling Limited swing magnet beam cranes 

General purpose and plant maintenance cranes Ladle and basket transfer cars 

According to the specific application features offered include:- 

Dual load path or closed loop hoisting systems 

DC or AC drives

Full vision climate control air conditioned driver’s cabin 

Remote Radio or Infra Red control 

Condition monitoring 

Load weighing features

new cranes ensures such work is

undertaken safely and extension

to crane life is duly authorised.

‘...continuous cycle heavy
duty severe process and

general purpose cranes 
for steelworks and associated 

steel product handling duties...’

15 tonne furnace feed magnet beam crane 15 tonne VIC crane 254/60/10 tonne 4 girder ladle crane

15 tonne EOT magnet beam crane

25 STON SWL plate handling magnet beam
crane

Uprate/refurbishment 325 tonne ladle cranes
to 385 tonne



Lifting the load... ...nuclear 

shock loading arising from

earthquake (or similar) conditions.

Our quality management system

together with multi-disciplined in-

house design analysis and project

management skills enable us to

meet the stringent requirements

and documentation demands of

this industry where safety case

justification is of paramount

importance. When dual load-path

concepts are incorporated, these

cranes provide a prescribed

margin of safety necessary in

critical installations. Wellman

Booth high integrity cranes are

used in Magnox, PWR and AGR

power stations and fuel

reprocessing plants around the

world.

Wellman Booth is a market leader

in the Nuclear Industry having

been actively involved in the

design, development,

manufacture and supply of

associated special purpose high

integrity cranes over a period of

25 years, many being involved in

the most sensitive nuclear

processes. Our capability includes

structural assessment, both static

and dynamic, for seismic and

...special purpose high integrity cranes

120 tonne EOT nuclear flask handling crane – Thorp

125 tonne and 35 tonne high integrity cranes

5/1/3.2 tonne SWL EOT high integrity drum store crane – Sizewell ‘B’ Radwaste

150 tonne flask handling hammerhead crane
– BNFL Barrow



& defence industry

Nuclear service cranes supplied
include:- 

HLW & ILW Flask handling cranes 

ILW and LLW Drum store cranes 

In Cell Cranes 

Special purpose sludge retrieval

machines. 

General maintenance cranes 

Special purpose cranes servicing

nuclear submarine and associated

facilities. 

According to specific requirements
features offered include:- 

Dual Load Path systems 

CCTV (allowing full visibility of

hazardous handling tasks from safe

locations) 

Control from safe areas remote from

the hazardous environment 

Programmable positioning control and

operation. 

Programmable Logic Control of thyristor

drives. 

Full monitoring and diagnostic

information. 

Special retrieval systems for recovery of

the crane in the event of a failure. 

‘...meet the stringent
requirements and 

documentation demands 
of the nuclear industry...’

60 tonne flask handling crane

55 tonne SWL high integrity cranes

125 tonne SWL high integrity crane



aluminium industry...

Wellman Booth has supplied a

number of special purpose cranes

for aluminium handling processes

including multi-purpose anode

handling and furnace tending

machines for the loading and

removal of anode blocks from

furnace pits. These machines also

carry out all intermediary functions

of loading, picking up and

discharging of packing materials,

The designs incorporate fixed-

mast and telescopic lifting

mechanisms and include

automatic positioning controls.

These cranes are designed to

withstand the high temperatures

and dusty conditions present in

these processes. Reliability and

maintainability features are

incorporated into the cranes to

achieve maximum availability

along with ergonomically

designed controls and ease of

visibility to reduce driver fatigue. 

Wellman Booth has machines of

this nature currently operating

throughout the world. 

Wellman Booth machines for continuous duty application in the
aluminium industry include:- 

Multi Purpose Furnace Tending and Anode Handling Machines

Vertical Ingot Handling 

General purpose and Coil Handling cranes. 

According to the specific application features offered include:- 

Full vision climate control air conditioned driver’s cabin 

Remote Radio or Infra Red control 

Condition monitoring ‘...designed to withstand 
the high temperatures

and dusty conditions...’

...aluminium handling processes

Lifting the load...

10 tonne aluminium slab charging crane Anode furnace tending assembly

Multi-purpose anode handling machine



industrial applications...

Industrial and Domestic Waste handling equipment includes:- 

Continuous duty Grabbing cranes for sorting. 

Mixing and handling raw waste. 

Continuous duty ash grabbing cranes. 

Continuous duty limited swing ISO Waste Container Cranes.

A Range of standard Bucket and Cactus type Hydraulic Grabs. 

Waste Handling

In addition to nuclear waste

handling, Wellman Booth’s

capabilities in the industrial handling

field cover the handling of refuse by

means of hydraulic or 4-rope

continuous duty grabbing cranes

through to the supply of complete

waste transfer handling projects.

These include ISO waste container

handling cranes together with the

associated supply of crane gantries,

compactors, container transfer cars,

and rails including the integrated

control system. The latest PLC

equipment can be incorporated to

provide integrated automatic or

semi-automatic handling. 

Container Handling

Complementary to ISO Waste

Container handling Wellman Booth

also supplies Rail Mounted Goliath

Cranes (RMG) for the handling of

ISO containers at rail head

installations etc. These cranes often

employ a limited swing rope

suspension system to the integral

slewing container lifting beam.

‘...continuous duty grabbing cranes 
through to the supply of complete 

waste transfer handling projects...’

...waste handling ...container handling

10 tonne EOT modular crane 8 tonne refuse grabbing cranes 25 tonne ISO waste container
handling crane

25 tonne coil handling crane

35 tonne (RMG) container
handling goliath crane
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Wellman Booth represent a blend

of first hand engineering expertise

and advanced design consultancy

capabilities which can provide

practical, cost effective and

innovative solutions.

These services include

mechanical and structural design,

advanced engineering analysis,

seismic engineering and

reliability/availability assessment.

Our computing resources provide

cost effective processing available

as support to consultancy

activities or a bureau service to

supplement customers internal

computer resources. 

Modernising your existing

equipment is a cost effective

alternative to buying new.

Machines can be upgraded to

meet today’s demands and new

technologies to increase capacity,

reliability and performance. Our

specialists carry out on-site

surveys and investigations on

existing cranes with a view to

either refurbishment, extension to

life or up-rating of capacity.

Results will be assessed and a

report outlining our

recommendations issued.  

Central to the Langley businesses

are extensive manufacturing and

assembly facilities of over 35,000

square metres at factories in the

Midlands and North East of

England. All contracts are efficiently

undertaken under the control of our

engineers, ensuring the integrity of

the product.

Adamson Alliance Cranes 

Adamson Butterley Cranes (AB Cranes) 

Butterley Cranes and Machines

Butterley Structures       Clyde Cranes 

Clyde Cranes and Booth 

John Smith Cranes (Smith Keighley) 

John Thompson       Joseph Booth 

Leeds Engineering and Hydraulic 

NEI Cranes       Sir William Arrol 

Wellman Cranes

Wellman Booth supply genuine

spares which include replacement

gearbox elements, bearings,

runner wheels, ancillary

equipment and components.  We

have the facility to check the

original drawings and supply the

right components for the duty

required.

Everything we do conforms to the

highest standards.  We build

equipment that endures some of

the harshest environments on

earth so it has to be.  We are

accredited to BS EN ISO 9001

and offer a comprehensive non-

destructive programme.

Enhancement
/Refurbishment

Quality.…the last
reassuring word

Technical Services

Manufacturing
Facilities

Spares

15 tonne building maintenance crane (nuclear)


